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Abstract
Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) systems have been studied for many decades as, among other things, one of the most impor-
tant tools for tasks such as information retrieval, sentiment analysis, named entity recognition, and others. The interest in this
topic has even increased in recent years given the support and improvement of the new neural approaches. In this article, we pre-
sent a follow-up on the discussions about the pipeline that allows extracting key terms from medical reports, presented at MDTT
2022, and analyze the very last papers about ATE in a systematic review fashion. We analyzed the journal and conference papers
published in 2022 (and partially in 2023) about ATE and cluster them into subtopics according to the focus of the papers for a bet-
ter presentation.

Résumé
Les systèmes d’extraction automatique de termes (EAT) ont été étudiés pendant de nombreuses décennies en tant que, entre
autres, l’un des outils les plus importants pour des tâches telles que la recherche de l’information, l’analyse des sentiments, la re-
connaissance d’entités nommées, etc. L’intérêt pour ce sujet a même augmenté ces dernières années compte tenu du soutien
et de l’amélioration des nouvelles approches neuronales. Dans cet article, nous présentons un suivi des discussions sur la dé-
marche qui permet d’extraire des termes clés des rapports médicaux, présentés à MDTT 2022, et analysons les tout derniers
articles sur l’EAT de manière systématique. Nous avons analysé les articles de revues et de conférences publiés en 2022 (et parti-
ellement en 2023) sur l’EAT et les avons regroupés en sous-thèmes en fonction de l’objet des articles pour une meilleure
présentation.

1 Introduction

Computational Terminology (CT) is a multidisciplinary
research area where computer scientists, information sci-
ence specialists, linguists and, of course, terminologists
design and develop automatic approaches applied to spe-
cialized texts (Bourigault et al., 2001; Vezzani, 2022).
From a historical point of view, CT can be placed at the
beginning of the 1990s with the first international confer-
ences dedicated to this area. Given the computational
character that strongly delineates this topic, it is no coin-
cidence that these first initiatives were engineering and ar-
tificial intelligence conferences, such as the Terminology
and Knowledge Engineering (TKE),1 and the Conférence
Internationale Terminologie et Intelligence Artificielle
(TIA).2

The first volume entirely dedicated to this subject
was published in 2001 (Bourigault et al., 2001). This

collection of handpicked articles offers diverse perspec-
tives on CT from researchers in a variety of fields: from
automatic text parsing to terminology storage and use,
from linguists to applied linguistics specialists, and
from information retrieval to artificial intelligence. In
that volume, Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) is
deeply studied and evaluated as a support to informa-
tion retrieval problems, or to problems of translation
and alignment of multilingual terminological data-
bases. The special issues dedicated to CT (Drouin et al.,
2015, 2018), in the same way, collect a selection of
articles that offer a panorama of approaches oriented
toward the automatic extraction of terms in which we
observe the increasingly important presence of hybrid
methods using artificial neural networks and a repre-
sentation of words based on the distributional hypoth-
esis (Mikolov et al., 2013).
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Actually, in the mid-1990s, Kageura and Umino
(1996) present the first systematic review of approaches
to ATE starting from an analysis of automatic term
indexing methods from the 1950s (Luhn, 1957), going
through one of the most important quantitative methods
in the history of information retrieval, the specificity of a
term (Sparck Jones, 1972). In addition, the review offers
hints for some hypotheses for the definition of the term
and term hood (a sort of quantification of how much ‘a
term is a term’): (1) a frequently appearing (terminologi-
cal) unit in a domain is likely to be a term from that do-
main; (2) a unit that appears only in one domain is likely
to be a term from that domain; (3) a unit that appears rel-
atively more frequently in a specific domain than in gen-
eral is likely to be a term of that domain; and (4) a unit
whose occurrence is somehow affected by (a) domain(s)
is likely to be a term.

Given the increasing interest in this research area, in
this article, we continue the analysis that we started at
the 1st Multilingual Digital Terminology Today con-
ference (Di Nunzio et al., 2022a) about the advances in
ATE that, in our case, was dedicated to the medical do-
main (Di Nunzio et al., 2022b).

Our objective is to analyze the most recent literature
on ATE by means of a systematic review of the papers
published in 2022 (and some at the beginning of
2023). The final goal is to give an overview of the most
promising directions of this area of research as a funda-
mental bridge among different fields as well as a valu-
able tool for the creation of multilingual terminological
databases.

The article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
present the methodology that we followed to select the
papers to review; in Section 3, we discuss our analysis
of the state-of-the-art by presenting the papers divided
into categories that highlight the focus of each contri-
bution. In Section 4, we give our final remarks.

2 Methodology

In order to perform the systematic review, we pro-
ceeded with the following methodology: we used the
Google Scholar database to retrieve documents with
the key phrase ‘automatic term extraction’ or ‘auto-
mated term extraction’. Subsequently, we filtered the
papers that have been published since 2022 (and in-
cluding 2023). The result was a list of 176 candidate
papers.3 From this list, we manually selected only those
papers that were published in international journals or
in international conferences where a peer review of the
paper was explicitly mentioned in the call for papers of
the conference. We intentionally did not include in this
survey workshop papers, preprints, or arXiv papers.
Then, we removed from this filtered set of papers,
those who mentioned ATE only as a secondary topic of

the paper or in the related works (i.e. the key phrase
‘automatic term extraction’ was present in the papers,
but the focus of the paper itself was on ATE). After this
last filtering step, we obtained a list of twenty-four
papers. A last comment about recent works on ATE, at
the time of the preparation of this manuscript, we
found on arXiv an interesting survey on recent advan-
ces on ATE that we feel obliged to mention giving the
synchronicity with this manuscript (Tran et al., 2023).
Despite the focus of this survey being mostly on neural
transformer-based models, we found it very interesting
also from the point of view of the analysis of the data-
sets and metrics used for the evaluation of the perfor-
mance in ATE. Finally, we decided to organize the
presentation of the analysis of the content of the papers
according to a qualitative clustering of the papers in
the following main topics: ATE tools, decision-making,
knowledge modeling, multilinguality, word embed-
dings, and evaluation. Of course, some papers address
more than one of these topics, but we decided to pre-
sent each paper in only one of these categories to avoid
repetitions.

3 Analysis

In this initial part of the analysis, we want to list the
different definitions of ATE that we found in the
papers to show the slightly different nuances of this
field, according to the authors. For example,
Nugumanova et al. (2022) focus on the pipeline for the
ATE: ‘Automatic term extraction, also known as auto-
matic term recognition, is a task aimed at detecting do-
main terms in a given corpus of documents.
Traditionally, methods for solving this problem include
three stages: 1) preprocessing and term candidates
extracting, 2) term candidates scoring, and 3) term can-
didate ranking’. On the other hand, Nomoto (2022)
underlines the (shared) difficulty of the notion of key-
words addressed in different areas: ‘The notion of
“keyword” has long defied a precise definition. [. . .]
History witnessed the rise of two major schools of
thought, one in terminology science (TS) and the other
in information retrieval (IR). [. . .] Terminologists are
generally concerned with finding terms that are specific
to a particular technical domain, useful to organize
knowledge relating to that domain, while people in in-
formation retrieval are focused more on identifying
terms (which they call indexing terms) capable of dis-
tinguishing among documents to improve document re-
trieval’. The difficulty of the distinction of a term is
also expressed by Terryn et al. (2022): ‘[. . .] ATE is
usually considered a semi-automatic process that
requires human validation, since it is such a difficult
task that cannot yet be perfectly automated. One of the
main difficulties for ATE lies in the ambiguous
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distinction between terms and general language.’ A dif-
ficulty that is also related to the task itself: ‘terminology
extraction is a complex and difficult task, and requires
certain linguistic knowledge and a related field back-
ground’ (Zhao et al., 2022). Finally, other authors
highlight the opportunities that ATE gives to support
other research activities: ‘By easing the time and effort
needed to manually extract the terms, ATE is not only
widely used for terminographical tasks but also con-
tributes to several complex downstream tasks (e.g., ma-
chine translation, [. . .])’ (Tran et al., 2022b) or ‘The
results [of ATE] can either be used directly to facilitate
term management for, e.g., terminologists and transla-
tors, or as a preprocessing step for other tasks within
natural language processing (NLP) [. . .]’ (Terryn et al.,
2022).

In the following sections, we present a summary of
the main objective and findings of each paper clustered
by subtopics.

3.1 ATE tools

In this section, we review the works that deal with the
design, implementation, and evaluation of tools for
ATE, which is also the topic of the original paper pre-
sented at MDTT 2022 (Di Nunzio et al., 2022a,b).
ATE tools can be complex systems that allow users to
perform a variety of operations for specific purposes
related to the specific field. The case of the medical do-
main is tackled by Marchesin et al. (2022) and Thukral
et al. (2023). In both cases, the main starting point is
the electronic health record and the fact that essential
information is contained in clinical narratives which
are described in natural language. If clinical narratives
were represented in a format understandable by
Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications, then a better di-
agnosis or decision could be obtained.

In this sense, Marchesin et al. (2022) propose a tool
to overcome the limitation of the necessity to have an-
notated data by means of unsupervised Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques to automati-
cally extract critical information from pathology
reports and use it for different digital pathology appli-
cations, such as automatic report annotation, patho-
logical knowledge visualization. In this regard, they
present the Semantic Knowledge Extractor Tool, an
unsupervised hybrid knowledge extraction system that
combines an expert system with pre-trained Machine
Learning (ML) models to extract knowledge from pa-
thology reports. On the other hand, Thukral et al.
(2023) try to translate clinical narratives effectively
while retaining the medicinal vocabulary and semantics
by means of a tool for Named Entity Recognition in
conjunction with the validation of the medical expert.

Another example in a different domain is the one
proposed by Panoutsopoulos et al. (2022). The authors

focus on the implementation of a custom Named
Entity Recognition tool aiming to identify and extract
agricultural terms from the text in order to provide
data-driven insights for this economic sector.

On the other hand, the contribution provided by
Mart�ın-Chozas et al. (2022) is dedicated to the imple-
mentation of TermitUp, a tool that puts together pieces
of language technology previously isolated and
improves them to build a pipeline that generates as out-
put a multilingual terminology semantically enriched
with data from the Linguistic Linked Open Data—a
movement about publishing data for linguistics and
natural language processing—and published in open
formats.4

3.2 Decision making

In this section, we analyze the papers that tackle the
issues related to decision-making systems and, in gen-
eral, the problem of finding, or assessing, the best alter-
native among different options. Three following papers
are all collocated within the same domain: the maritime
and naval domain. In this domain, the intelligent self-
decision-making of naval operations is of great signifi-
cance to the research of auxiliary decision-making for
naval operations (Andersen, 2022; Zhao et al., 2022).
The same importance is given to the recovery and en-
richment of maritime heritage, such as documents and
archives with drawings of ships and maps (Mouratidis
et al., 2022). The fourth paper in this category con-
cerns the identification of cybersecurity material and
the consequent decisions to prevent digital threats
(Prayogo et al., 2022).

In Zhao et al. (2022), the authors present an ap-
proach for the extraction of domain terms in the opera-
tional planning field and the synonym extraction
between terms. In the proposed method, the data to be
processed come from operational planning documents.
Such documents (and domain) show sentences that
have a rather different word segmentation that requires
a manual intervention to develop an effective and reus-
able set of terms.

Andersen (2022) discusses implementation aspects
about the development of a terminology in the mari-
time domain as well as methodological questions like
‘How can we, with limited funding, to a maximal de-
gree utilize existing language resources to develop a ter-
minology at a relatively low cost?’ In this respect, the
author analyzes linguistic approaches that consider the
fact that terms take certain syntactic forms and tend to
follow certain morphosyntactic patterns.

Finally, in Prayogo et al. (2022), the authors describe
the process of building preventive measures against cy-
bersecurity threats by discovering and understanding
new vulnerabilities from cybersecurity-related material
that are mainly communicated via textual channels
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online. The authors describe an architecture called
‘Attended over Distributed Specificity’ that was intro-
duced for ATE in cybersecurity.

3.3 Knowledge modeling

In this section, we review two papers that deal with the
automatic organization of knowledge in a specific do-
main and organize this knowledge into structures that
can be used by humans or machines. In particular, the
two works try to infer the semantic similarity among
terms by means of functions, TextRank (Zhang et al.,
2022) and ETBRrank (Wu et al., 2022), which extract
meaningful terms and their relations within the
domain.

In Zhang et al. (2022), the authors discuss the prob-
lem of requirements analysis and, in particular, the ter-
minology of requirements that helps the stakeholders
share a common understanding of the key concepts
within a specific domain. The authors use the smart
home domain as a case study, and they construct an il-
lustrative feature model to demonstrate that the terms
extracted by the proposed adaptation of TermRank
create an implicit hierarchy structure that can help the
organization of the requirements analysis.

In Wu et al. (2022), the authors propose an Automatic
Biterm Extraction—that is, a word co-occurrence pat-
tern—to discover emerging (and possibly unknown)
topics in research papers. This is an interesting case study
where the terminology itself is not consolidated and is still
in development, while the topics are either unnamed or
named differently by several authors. Given two papers,
the proposed approach—Emerging Topic BiTerm
Rank—uses paper titles to automatically backtrack the
origin of the new topics from two co-occurring super
topics.

3.4 Multilinguality

The questions related to multilinguality in terminology,
which is also one of the main topics of the MDTT con-
ference,5 are tackled by four papers from different per-
spectives: scarce resource languages, accuracy and
consistency, the term ‘unithood’ (Kageura and Umino,
1996) between languages.

In Karaman et al. (2022), the authors study the
problem of using the data of one language (English) to
train an ATE model in a different language with limited
linguistic resources (Turkish in this case). The results of
a joint multilingual neural model trained on Turkish–
English abstracts of theses show a significant improve-
ment in the multilingual ATE process.

Jia et al. (2022) consider the perspective of domain-
specific user-provided bilingual terminologies in the
field of e-commerce. The authors propose a new task
which is to discover bilingual terminologies from com-
parable data in the e-commerce field. The task is to

align a sentence in the source language with a sentence
in the target language, extract the terms in the two lan-
guages, and link them.

In Liwei (2022), the author takes Chinese patent litera-
ture as the research object and proposes a method of
extracting technical terms that combine grammatical
rules and statistical methods. The challenge, in this con-
text, is how to extend the ATE methods—usually studied
in English or Romance languages—to the Chinese lan-
guage. In particular, the author focuses on the difference
of an English ‘word’ used as the linguistic unit compared
to the Chinese ‘character’ to express a complete meaning.

Barbero (2022) presents a methodology that involves
specialized corpora exploration in comparison to com-
mon language reference corpora. The authors base
their work on the data collected from the compilation
and treatment of a bilingual—European Portuguese/
Italian—comparable corpus of specialized texts on
Public Art. The main issues analyzed in the paper con-
cern a better use of frequency analysis to improve the
lists extracted from the specialized corpus (before sub-
mitting it to expert validation) and the evaluation of
lexical/syntactic patterns to isolate specific semantic
relations.

3.5 Word embeddings

A word embedding is a learned representation, usually
through neural networks, for text where words that
have the same meaning have a similar representation.
In this way, researchers can automatically discover and
evaluate relationships among terms by measuring the
‘distance’ between these representations. The use of
word embeddings in terminology has been confronted
in three papers.

Vintar and Martinc (2022) propose an interdisciplin-
ary perspective with the aim of building a new multilin-
gual and multimodal interactive knowledge base tailored
to the needs of different types of users in the domain of
karstology (a subfield of geomorphology). In particular,
they use word embeddings to both identify words
expressing a specific semantic relation and extract multi-
word units which contain the target relation.

In Liu et al. (2022), the authors focus on the follow-
ing problem: given two corpora, a domain corpus DC
and general corpus GC, the authors do not want to
rank all terms, represented with word embeddings, in
the shared vocabulary between DC and GC, such that
the top of the ranking is enriched with domain terms
when their meaning differs from common usage.

Finally, Li (2022) focuses on the Internet of Things do-
main and the importance of the correct translation of
terms for the exchange of scientific information. The au-
thor proposes an interactive approach where the experts
analyze the results of a neural network model that pro-
duces a cluster of terms that are semantically related.
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3.6 Evaluation

In this last section, we want to present those works the
aim of which was to evaluate ATE approaches using
standard datasets. In particular, we found six papers
that used the same dataset, the Annotated Corpora for
Term Extraction Research (ACTER) dataset.6

The authors of the papers Tran et al. (2022a) and Tran
et al. (2022b) compare the multilingual learning to the
monolingual learning in the cross-domain sequence-label-
ing term extraction task (Gooding and Kochmar, 2019).
They examine the cross-lingual effect of rich-resource
training language over fewer resources, such as Slovenian.
The results demonstrate a promising impact of multilin-
gual and cross-lingual cross-domain transfer learning.

In a similar fashion, Terryn et al. (2022) interpret
ATE as a sequential labeling task, where each token in
a text is classified as (part of) a term or not. The
authors employ this strategy for ATE in a monolingual
and multilingual setting and evaluate different models.

Nugumanova et al. (2022) use the ACTER dataset
to evaluate the performance of the term extraction ap-
proach that uses a different mathematical model. In
particular, they use a non-negative matrix factorization
approach to represent the documents in the collection.
This approach does not require training data and is in-
variant both to the domain and to the language.

Hazem et al. (2022) perform an extensive study of
neural approach named Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) for ATE
as a sequence-labeling method. They study both the
cross-domain and cross-lingual scenarios thanks to
transfer learning. The results show that BERT can
transfer learning across domains and languages, even
when there is limited availability of annotations.

A different perspective is described by Awwad et al.
(2022). The main issue is how to build English–Arabic
scientific glossaries based on ATE. The authors contex-
tualize this approach within the domain of technology
and science—where new concepts and terminologies
emerge very quickly—and, in particular, in terms of the
urge for technological resources to increase the pace of
the translation output at lower costs.

As a final remark, we want to highlight the fact that
these state-of-the-art approaches, on this specific ACTER
dataset, achieve precision and recall values that range be-
tween 35% and 70% at most, with a weighted average
(F1 score) between the two that is very rarely greater
than 60%. These results show that, at the present time,
the ATE approaches are good but not excellent, and that
a human-in-the-loop approach is necessary to recover
terms that were discarded or remove unwanted terms.

4 Conclusions

In this systematic survey, we have given an overview of
the most recent literature on ATE, and we have tried to

focus on the current challenges (and possibly future direc-
tions) of this very active research field. Neural models, in
particular, pre-trained models and transfer learning have
been dominating the scene in the last months. These mod-
els are very promising in terms of the impact on scarce re-
source languages; at the same time, their performance—
in terms of the proportion of terms correctly recog-
nized—shows that the intervention of the expert in the
field is still the key point in producing high-quality multi-
lingual terminology. At the same time, multilinguality has
been gaining a lot of attention, especially in terms of the
reuse of ATE models that are trained in one language or
specific domains in other languages and domains.

In the future, we believe that a major aspect would
be that of building a collaborative task for the creation
of annotated datasets for both the training and evalua-
tion of models as well as a shared repository of the ter-
minological database.
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